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Executive summary
Mount Alexander Shire Council (MASC) received support funding from the Federal Government to undertake an impact
assessment of varying water levels of the Lake Cairn Curran Reservoir. With over a decade of drought conditions across
Victoria and large parts of Australia, the return of significant rain events in late 2010 and early 2011, have had a major impact
on communities and the environment with severe flash flooding and land inundated with water for extensive periods of time.
The project seeks to gain a better understanding of the impacts of climate change and varying water levels of the Lake on the
social, economic and environmental well-being of communities within the Lake Cairn Curran area and in particular the
township of Baringhup to the north of the reservoir. The report provides MASC, communities and other key stakeholders with
evidenced recommendations to assist with longer term emergency and community planning and to help create resilient
communities in times of drought and flood.
This report has been developed following a range of interviews and consultations including a community forum with the
Baringhup Community Committee and other residents. Background research and analysis of key documents and relevant
statistics was also undertaken to provide a broad context for the project and to inform consultation activities.

A list of

consultations and key reference documents are provided as appendices to this report. Key findings include:


From about 2003 until 2010, the level of water at Lake Cairn Curran was very low, with limited recovery of water levels
from rainfall over this time. The rainfall charts presented show that for this period water levels were are at best, around
20% of capacity and between 2007 and 2009 ranged from negligible to under 10% of capacity. This would have had
major impacts not only on the environment but on the social and economic well-being of neighbouring communities.



Community resilience and capacity to adapt can be positive consequences of the major structural changes or one-off
events.

Community resilience is an important factor in the capacity to respond and recover from significant events

beyond the control of a community. Community resilience is comprised of a number of elements including connections,
skills, experience, access to services and information and ‘the community view’ of itself.


The research shows that individuals and communities are highly responsive to their environment both physical and natural.
Over the last decade, communities in Victoria and Australia have faced a range of almost overwhelming natural events
and climate phenomena. Drought, fires, floods and severe storms have heightened the awareness of the importance of
planning, management and preparedness of communities and agencies. A key issue is that memories tend to be shortterm. The process for getting communities to consider the longer implications of these events and to have a range of
responses and mechanisms in place to manage them positively and strategically will continue to be of increasing
importance.



There is strong support to investigate opportunities for improving and enhancing facilities and recreation activities at the
Lake foreshore particularly in the area around the sailing club and at the sailing club itself. This is seen as being an
enhancement to facilities for visitors during period of good water storages and an ‘insurance’ against periods of drought
and low water levels. This process will need to be a partnership process between the community, MASC and GMW which
can either dovetail into the GMW lakes and reservoir planning program or be a stand-alone project depending on
timeframes and budgets.



The drought had significant impacts on the local farming community. There is a legacy of feelings of isolation and
frustration with the levels of support and information provided at that time. This also flowed through during and post the
flood events with farmers feeling they were left mainly to themselves to manage clean ups and reinstatement of
infrastructure, crops and livestock. A key consideration for stakeholders is how best to manage communication and
support activities with this cohort of the community who can be viewed as being self-reliant and difficult to reach.
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Building on the above observation, the importance of developing regular communication channels and partnership
between agencies, stakeholders and community has also be recognised and improved following the recent experiences
and events of drought and flood. This process should be encouraged and enhanced so that momentum and linkages are
not lost.

Recommendations
The following provides number of recommendations that were developed from the outcomes of research, background analysis,
consultation and interviews undertaken as part of project activities. The report and its recommendations acknowledge that
MASC is not the responsible owner or manager of Lake Cairn Curran and that some of the recommendations will need to be
considered and implemented by other parties. The role and responsibility of MASC in relation to recommendations is detailed
in Implementation plan starting on page 25.
1.

MASC’s Transport Connections officer to work with the regional Transport Connections network to pursue opportunities
for improved transport services for Baringhup and surrounds under the Transport Connections project.

2.

MASC to provide appropriate assistance (within their area of responsibility and remit) to both Loddon House and
Welshman’s Reef Caravan Park to assist with achieving accreditation under the CFAs Caravan Park Safety Guidelines.

3.

MASC to partner with the Baringhup community and GMW on the development of a Lake Precinct Activities Plan with a
focus on the area around the Cairn Curran Sailing Club. The plan may consider opportunities for improved infrastructure
and assets for community and visitors including jetties, signage, BBQs, seasonal leases (food, boating etc), bird watching
hides, improved walking, cycling and riding tracks and trails and other appropriate activities.

4.

Opportunities for multi-purpose activities at Cairn Curran Sailing Club or within the precinct adjacent to the Club should
also be explored with the Club and other community representatives. Benefits to and impacts on other community assets
and activities need to be carefully considered as part of this process.

5.

MASC to work with key stakeholders to improve the marketing and promotion of Lake Cairn Curran and environs to
regional communities and visitors. This should include improved information in tourism brochures and resources including
visitor websites, external road signage and interpretative signage at key sites around the Lake foreshore and environs.

6.

MASC to consider developing profiles of communities across the Shire and listing on their website and other resources to
promote the distinctive lifestyles, environments, services and other features of each community to support the attraction
of new residents and to help to maintain existing and attract new services and investment.

7.

Should drought conditions return and water levels start to fall at Lake Cairn Curran, MASC, the Baringhup community,
GMW and other key stakeholders to hold timely discussions on the possible impacts for the community and region and
identify potential mitigation strategies for the short, medium and longer term.

8.

During periods of drought, other extreme weather events and community hardship, MASC to commit to a program of
community liaison and communication using either MASC personnel or valued agencies and organisations external to
MASC and to take a longer term view of recovery programs and activities.

As well the residents in the immediate

Baringhup community, there should also be a particular focus on the wider farming community.
9.

GMW to be encouraged to communicate more proactively with the Baringhup community on Lake management and policy
issues and to build on the improved relationship that has apparently been developed with MASC.
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Project background
Mount Alexander Shire Council (MASC) received support funding from the Federal Government to undertake an impact
assessment of varying water levels of the Lake Cairn Curran Reservoir. With over a decade
decade of drought conditions across
Victoria and large parts of Australia, the return of significant rain events in late 2010 and early 2011, have had a major impact
im
on communities and the environment with severe flash flooding and land inundated with water for extensive periods of time.
The project seeks to gain a better understanding of the impacts of climate change and varying water levels of the Lake on the
social, economic and environmental well--being
being of communities within the Lake Cairn Curran area and in particular the
township of Baringhup to the north of the reservoir. The report provides MASC,, communities and other key stakeholders with
evidenced recommendations to assist with longer term emergency and community planning and to help create resilient
communities
mmunities in times of drought and flood.

Methodology
This report has been developed following a range of interviews and consultations including a community forum with the
Baringhup Community Committee and other residents. Background research and analysis of key documents and relevant
statistics was also undertaken to provide a broad context for the project and to inform consultation activities.

A list of

consultations and key reference documents are provided as appendices to this report.

Baringhup
Baringhup
ghup is a small rural community situated on the Loddon River
downstream of Cairn Curran Reservoir in Central Victoria.

The

community was first settled in the 1850s by pastoralists and
agriculturalists. Agriculture including cropping, livestock and vineyards
vineya
are still very important economic activities for the area. In the mid
1940s, land surveying and acquisition began for the development of
the Lake Cairn Curran reservoir and weir which were completed in
1956. Today the community is home to between 200 and 250 people.
There is a primary school, a caravan park with a general store, yacht
club, sporting oval and community hall and a number of community
groups and associations. Set in an undulating, natural landscape, Lake
Cairn Curran is an important recreational
creational asset for locals and visitors
alike as well as providing water for irrigation for agriculture.

Lake Cairn Curran
Completed in 1956, Lake Cairn Curran is one of a chain of reservoirs along the Loddon River including the Newlyn, Hepburn,
Tullaroop
oop and Laanecoorie reservoirs. Cairn Curran can hold over 147,000 megalitres of water when at capacity, equivalent to
approximately 60,000 olympic sized swimming pools. Water-based
Water based activities include sailing, power boating, fishing, water skiski
ing and wind
nd surfing. Around the Lake foreshore are picnic areas, boat ramps, barbeques and tracks and trails. There is also
a 2 MW Hydro-electric
electric power station which generates electricity when irrigation and flood releases are occurring.
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Background research and analysis
This report has reviewed a number of documents that provide
information on the effects of drought and flood on rural
communities.

Although there is very little documentation

available at a local level, the reports do allow for insights to be
made
e on these general effects that will be considered as part
of this project.

Drought and flood
Over the past decade, many parts of Australia have
experienced one of the worst droughts on record.

Water

storage levels across Victoria were becoming critically
criticall low due
mainly to the effect of a persistent El Nino weather pattern within the Pacific region.

Overflow at Lake Cairn Curran 2011.1

This weather pattern finally broke in 2010 with the appearance of one of the strongest La Nina weather patterns on record.
From September 2010 to February 2011
011 many parts of Victoria suffered from severe flooding and storm events.
By the end of February 2011, many catchments and reservoirs were at capacity, and with the ground already saturated, many
communities and vast tracts of land remained flooded for extended periods of time. In June 2010, Lake Cairn Curran water
storage was at 3% of capacity. With the significant rains and associated run offs from September 2010, in January 2011 over
70,000 megalitres of water went over the Cairn Curran spillway over
over a 2 week period causing severe downstream impacts.
Data sourced from the Goulburn Murray Water's historical water storage data1 reflects the changing nature of Cairn Curran
and the effects of climate patterns. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the historical storage trends for Cairn Curran. Figure 1
presents data covering the past four years. It can be seen that in 2008 and 2009 storage levels were critically low. As the La
Nina
ina took effect from mid 2010, storage levels rose dramatically from late August (green data line) with levels being
maintained to date in 2011 (blue data line). Figure 2 shows in 1986, 1991 and 1996, water levels followed fairly consistent
seasonal patterns
rns with a reduction in levels over summer and autumn and rising levels in winter and spring. 2001 onwards
show the persistent decline and non-replenishment
replenishment due to the drought conditions existing at that time.

Figure 1: Carin
rin Curran storage levels 2008 - Sept

Figure 2:: Cairn Curran storage levels 1981-2011
1981

2011
1

http://www.g-mwater.com.au/water-resources/storages/cairncurranreservoir
resources/storages/cairncurranreservoir
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Figure 3 shows the longer term trends of water storage at Cairn Curran between 1962 and 2011. It
I can be seen that in mid
1991, storage levels were at around 14% of capacity (20,000 megalitres) with declining levels emerging around 2001. Figure
4 shows the key years when storage levels fell to around the 20,000 megalitre level
level and in most cases, rapid recovery to
capacity levels over the winter and spring periods.

Figure 3:: Cairn Curran storage levels 1962-2011
1962

Figure 4:: key years for low and high storage
recovery levels
l

Finally, Figure 5 shows the persistent low storage levels over the main drought period with only 2004 and 2005 showing very
moderate storage levels.

Cairn Curran reservoir, 24th May 20062
Figure 5:: Cairn Curran storage levels over drought
period 2003-2009

The data shows that for the majority of the past decade, there has been very limited water storage at Lake Cairn Curran
which has had impacts on economic, social and recreational activities
activiti and the community.

2

http://geoffpark.wordpress.com/2010/01/03/new-years-eve
eve-cairn-curran/
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Visitor trends
The following data has been provided by MASC from information collected at the Maldon Visitor Information Centre. (VIC)


The data indicates that visitor numbers to the Maldon VIC
have declined over the past couple of years, after strong
visitation during 2008 – 2009.

Visitor numbers to the Maldon VIC 2006-2011



20,000

It is not suggested that these figures reflect the impact of
low water levels at Cairn Curran on visitor numbers to the

15,000

region as this analysis would be hard to calculate.


10,000

However, the decline in numbers may be reflective in part
of the impact of climate change more widely on natural
assets on tourism activity within regional and rural Victoria.

5,000


0
2006/7

2007/8

2008/9

2009/10

The decline in visitor numbers also coincide with a range of
other external factors including global economic

2010/11

uncertainty, the value of the AU$ making overseas travel

Figure 6: Visitor trends to Maldon VIC 2006-2011

more attractive and an increase in competition for tourism
spend within both national and international markets.


This trend is broadly consistent with tourism visitation
throughout regional Victoria over this time.

The effects of drought
The effects of drought on the resilience of rural communities can be far reaching and diverse. Some of the negative effects
can include:


Economic stress leading to depression;



Diminished commitment to the rural way of life;



Reduced farm incomes requiring people to seek off-farm income and work and farmers leaving the land;



Heightened concerns regarding wild fire and bush fire events within and external to communities;



Less spend on environmental/landcare activities, loss of native flora and fauna and degradation of gardens and public
open spaces;



Exacerbation of existing health and welfare issues;



Community fatigue at hearing about drought and associated negative messages and perceptions about their
community/region;



Population decline and changes in social and community structures;



Loss of skilled and un-skilled workers from the local economy and loss of local employment opportunities;



Reduction in services, facilities and social and community networks;



Lack of investment in community infrastructure and development initiatives;



Economic impacts on local businesses due to reduced agricultural spend and fewer visitors; and



Increased social withdrawal and isolation.
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It should be noted that drought is not the only causal effect of these impacts and many of these conditions can and do exist
within communities, drought or not. However, episodes of drought can intensify these conditions and present
pre
significant
challenges to individuals, communities, service providers and governments.
Research shows that although many rural communities and in particular farming families were aware of the range of support
programs and initiatives available to them,
em, their sense of pride and desire to appear strong under adversity, impacted on their
willingness to ask for help. This made it difficult for agencies to provide the support they had available and to gauge the level
of community health during this time. Contributing factors have been described as being:


Complexity of programs;



Lack of (or perceived lack of) suitable communication;



Inappropriateness of the support available for individual circumstances;



Agency workers not being familiar with the socio-economic
socio conomic culture of a community and/or region; and



Confusion over what to apply for and from whom.

Issues regarding water allocation and access rights, confusion and anger over the ‘Exceptional Circumstances’ program,
volunteer fatigue within communities and services providers and impacts on properties and the environment from water
infrastructure projects led to instances of community segregation and feelings of inequity in process or access.
Many reports do highlight some positive impacts of drought conditions
conditions within rural communities. These include:


Heightened awareness of the importance of environmental management;



Innovation and diversification in farming methods and practices;



Support networks instigated by communities within their community;



Development
pment of new events and activities to combat the loss or reduction in existing events and activities;



Development of community action plans to mitigate some these impacts and to start planning the sustainable future of
their communities;



Collaboration and understanding between services agencies and providers and government departments; and



Community discussions about climate change and local and regional responses and opportunities that it presents.

The effects of rain and flood
Victoria and Australia have experienced drought conditions for over a
decade and it would appear that rain events are no longer following
‘usual’ seasonal patterns.
Major flooding occurs in Victoria every 10-20
10
years although there
were three major events across the State in 1990,
1990 1993 and 1998.
Following the decade of drought in the 2000s, it is not surprising that
the rain and flooding events in 2010 and into 2011 caught many
communities and agencies unprepared.

This can be attributable to

people being used to so many years of low rainfall, water storages at
record lows and waterways and lakes being dry for many years.
Source:1 www.water.vic.gov.au
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Like the devastating bushfires in Victoria in 2009, communities and agencies were overwhelmed by the nature and force of the
events that unfolded.

Although the impact of flooding may be regarded as less devastating than fire, the effect on

communities and individuals is still appreciable.
Loss/damage to housing and personal belongings, damage to assets and infrastructure, loss of utilities and
telecommunications, erosion and soil movement, loss of income, impacts on farmers including livestock, crops and fencing are
just some examples of the consequences of flooding events. In addition, many householders and businesses were either
uninsured or their insurance did not necessarily cover them for flood damage, creating enhanced anxiety and recovery issues.
There are many parallel learnings that have emerged from reviews of the 2009 bushfires and current review of the 2011/2011
floods in Victoria. These include:


Readiness and capacity of agencies and communities to appropriately respond to immediate and longer term threats and
impacts;



Processes put in place to assist with responses to events in the immediate, short and longer term including recovery
activities by communities and agencies;



Impacts on individual and local economies due to immediate impacts (loss of property, road closures, reduced tourism,
lost productivity to name a few);



Importance of volunteers and communities rallying to the needs of others and agencies listening to and appreciating local
knowledge and skills;



Access to and appropriateness of assistance grants and funds;



Importance of reaching socially, locationally and/or physically isolated people;



Ensuring communication and notifications are timely, accurate, reflective of actual events on the ground and useful to as
many people as possible both during and post events;



Provision to individuals and communities of sufficient information and the ‘tools’ to assess future risks;



Ensuring that media attention not only focuses on the short term ‘bad news’ story but also provides the ‘good news’
stories of recovery and communities and towns being open for business; and



Breadth and depth of recovery support will vary greatly for individuals and communities.

Both the bushfires and the floods have led to major rethinks by governments on land use policy including development,
planning and environmental management. As these events have had varying impacts on individuals and communities, many
councils have or are undertaking land use, zoning and overlay reviews. This is being coupled with development of more
accurate mapping by State government departments and other key agencies of potential areas of risk and development of
improved warning systems and assets.
The Victorian State Government is currently completing its review of the 2010-2011 flood warnings and responses and have
just released their Green Paper on the Towards a More Disaster Resilient and Safer Victoria’ which will provide updated
Government policy, structures and management frameworks for departments, agencies, councils, communities and other
stakeholders.

Key background learnings
The following presents a summary of the key learnings from the background research and analysis.
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The impacts of climate change and changing weather patterns are having a range of impacts upon regional and rural
communities across Victoria and Australia.

Coupled with more frequent, severe weather events, the importance of

governments, agencies and communities to be appropriately prepared for the impacts of climate change are well recognised.

Prior to the drought, water-based assets such as lakes and rivers in regional and rural Victoria were an important part of
community social, economic and recreational well-being and local life. As water levels fell and lakes and rivers dried up, many
communities experienced quite significant cultural, population and economic shifts with some community structures and
sustainability being sorely tested. Since the return of the rains and rising water levels, communities are now facing a period of
generally positive readjustment.

The importance of the agricultural sector to regional and rural economies and communities should not be underestimated.
The downturn in economic activity in this sector during the drought and the significant structural changes it experienced
together with the legacy of the health and well-being issues of farming families are still resonating within communities.
Although the collective issues experienced are generally well known, the process of connecting and supporting farming
families in an appropriate manner is still not well understood.

From about 2003 until 2010, the level of water at Lake Cairn Curran has been very low, with limited recovery of water levels
from rainfall over this time. The rainfall charts presented show that for this period water levels were are at best, around 20%
of capacity and between 2007 and 2009 ranged from negligible to under 10% of capacity. This would have had major
impacts not only on the environment but on the social and economic well-being of neighbouring communities.

Visitor numbers to the region have shown an overall decline trend in recent years. This cannot be easily quantifiable against
the level of water in Lake Cairn Curran and is without doubt also the result of a range of external factors. However it would
be remiss to not to associate visitor declines with the lack of water in the Lake and the impact this has had on the local
tourism, hospitality and retail businesses.

The impacts of drought on the overall health and socio-economic well-being of communities is well documented.

The

persistence of the drought and the cumulative effects it had upon the environment, population, agriculture and investment
were significant and for many individuals and communities, there seemed little possibility of improvement. The structural and
social changes this brought about will take some communities a long time to redress.

Community resilience and capacity to adapt can be positive consequences of the major structural changes or one-off events.
Community resilience is an important factor in the capacity to respond and recover from significant events beyond the control
of a community. Community resilience is comprised of a number of elements including connections, skills, experience, access
to services and information and ‘the community view’ of itself.

The research shows that individuals and communities are highly responsive to their environment both physical and natural.
Over the last decade, communities in Victoria and Australia have faced a range of almost overwhelming natural events and
climate phenomena. Drought, fires, floods and severe storms have heightened the awareness of the importance of planning,
management and preparedness of communities and agencies. A key issue is that memories tend to be short-term. The
process for getting communities to consider the longer implications of these events and to have a range of responses and
mechanisms in place to manage them positively and strategically will continue to be of increasing importance.
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Land use planning,

development controls, fire and flood mapping, reinstatement of infrastructure and services and longer term community
planning will have effects on community development and individual lifestyle and living choices that will need robust
supporting communication and management models and systems.

Governments, agencies and communities have been through a series of learning experiences from these events and
phenomena which are influencing policy, planning, management and communications. In effect, these events have been
major prompts to governments and communities to assess their roles, responsibilities and responses. This should and will be
a process of continuous learning and improvement in which communities will play a vital part.

A key consideration will be how to build that longer term resilience and in some cases self-reliance within communities.
Governments and other agencies may not always be in a position to provide immediate or longer term assistance and
managing the expectations of communities will be an important factor over the longer term.

Consultation and engagement
A range of interviews and consultations were undertaken as part of project activities, which included a forum with the
Baringhup Community Association and Baringhup residents. Discussions and reporting were also undertaken with personnel
from MASC. A listing of key consultations is provided in Appendix 1: Consultation list. The following sections provide a
collated overview of the key consultation themes and discussion outcomes. A mind map of consultation observations and
comments is also provided in Appendix 1: Consultation list.

Economic and Social
Community services
Services in Baringhup include the Loddon House caravan park (which comprises a general store offering basic food provisions,
alcohol and fuel), Baringhup Primary School, CFA station and underutilised sporting facilities including a (cricket ground and
tennis courts. A lack of certain services, such as public transport and ADSL infrastructure, has been highlighted as issues for
the community.
Baringhup Primary School currently has 17 children enrolled (2011) and 14 students for next year (2012). The school is seen
by many as the hub of Baringhup, offering locals a venue for after hours training programs (for example IT training) along
with other community events.
The school employs two full time teachers, but with the reduction in numbers it appears that these teachers may need to
reduce their working hours next year.

Student numbers have always fluctuated at Baringhup Primary School; however

concern exists amongst the community for its long term sustainability. Fluctuating student numbers is often attributed to the
lack of young families currently living in (and moving to) the township. It appears some families (particularly those with at
least one child in secondary school) are taking their primary school aged children to nearby Maldon or Carisbrooke. Suggested
drivers have included the lack of facilities supporting youth activities (for example no local sporting clubs) and the modern
family’s preparedness to drive significant distances for children’s extracurricular activities. The current principal is seen by the
community as a progressive innovator, and is trusted to keep the school running.
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Population growth
The people of Baringhup appear open to the inevitability of growth. Affordability issues in townships such as Castlemaine,
proximity to Melbourne, the growing population in Australia have all been considered the major drivers of population growth in
smaller towns like Baringhup. The average house price in Baringhup is in the mid-$200k range.
Growth, it has been suggested, is largely coming from retirees, people that are generally attracted to an outdoor lifestyle (that
is tree changers) and recreational pursuits such as bushwalking, fishing and boating. Community groups emphasise the need
for ‘young families’ to move into town – a notion aimed particularly at keeping the Baringhup Primary School alive.
It is believed that weather and varying water levels do not influence migration patterns. That being said, since the lake has
been at capacity, Baringhup has welcomed three new residents.

Recreation activities
According to community members, recreational facilities at Lake Cairn Curran are ‘average’ and ‘very basic’. Restroom and
picnic areas are considered ‘just sufficient’ with scope for improvement. Board walks, bird hides, jetties and interpretation
signage are ideas that have been put forward.

There are also opportunities for economic activities around the lake,

particularly for temporary businesses that take advantage of the summer season. Ice cream trucks and drinks stands have
been suggested – although people question whether current GMW policy will inhibit/allow this activity.
There have also been suggestions that there is opportunity for MASC, GMW and the Cairn Curran Sailing Club to collaborate to
identify opportunities to develop a more broad community recreation centre at the sailing club premises. Although there is
risk associated with the level of water in the lake, this factor could support the venue being more multipurpose in times of
fluctuating water levels. Suggestions included the incorporation of the Newstead kayaking club, providing CFA and lifeguard
training (amongst others), providing a venue for community use (weddings, birthdays, functions) and making it a community
‘fire safe zone’.
It is noted that GMW manages the perimeter land around Lake Cairn Curran. This perimeter can extend from five metres to
hundreds of metres off the shoreline. GMW has recently initiated a land and on-water management planning project for Lake
Cairn Curran. Similar projects are at varying stages at other GMW managed lakes (for example Lakes Eildon, Hume, Mulwala).
The GMW planning project asks the question; what is the most appropriate land management for these assets? Covering
themes such as tourism and recreation development, and gathering input from communities, the GMW project aims to achieve
mutually beneficial outcomes for GMW and communities.

Community resilience
Baringhup ten years ago has been described as isolated and rundown. Today, the town is now described as a solid and
welcoming community with around 230 residents. Social nights are frequently hosted which all members of the community
are welcome to attend. In addition, the community provide welcome information for new residents. This sense of community
has continued through the drought and flood periods.
Baringhup is considered a farming community and there has been an increase in the number of hobby farms during recent
years. This is likely caused by established farmers subdividing their properties as they sold up during the drought period when
interest in larger holdings was low.
A concern raised was that communities like Baringhup, Newstead and Welshman’s Reef are in danger of becoming commuter
towns - where people live but generally work, socialise and attend recreational activities in other (often larger) towns. The
feeling is that this will impact negatively on community spirit and involvement unless people are given the opportunity to be
involved and participate in community activities.
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Drought period
Lifestyles and behaviours changed during the drought – particularly towards personal and recreational water use. People
learnt to adjust to the changes because of the length of time water restrictions were enforced. Now that these restrictions
have been pulled back it is believed that recreational behaviours will return.
It is noted however, that the notion of the possibility of the return of drought conditions and low water levels was met with
some resistance by some community members who hold a belief that not only could water levels have been ‘topped up’ during
the previous drought but that this should occur if needed in the future.
The drought period was particularly tough for people in agriculture with farmers describing periods of very little income.
Frustration at the lack of support (for example from MASC), feelings of isolation and concerns for people’s mental health and
wellbeing were reported – yet some remain reluctant to discuss such experiences. Anecdotally we heard of people being
forced to leave the land. That being said, there were instances of innovation amongst some agriculturalists, where new
opportunities were created under the dry climatic conditions.
Holiday patterns and tourism businesses were hit hard. The Loddon House and Welshman’s Reef caravan parks described
periods of decreased activity during the drought. Business at these parks reduced by around 40% and the number of annuals
reduced by around 30% at both premises.
During the drought period there was still a small amount of water in Lake Cairn Curran (5%). The Cairn Curran Sailing club
described itself as being ‘on its knees’, particularly during 2008-09. Limited activities continued to occur, such as kids sailing
events, however most recreational pursuits were considered to be at an all time low.
Social and environmental impacts of the drought were felt across the board. These included reduced visitation, declines in
recreational activities (and associated impacts on community groups and activities) and impacts on the natural environment
including gardens and general appearance of the open spaces.
Following the Royal Commissions review of bush fire events in 2009 and subsequent recommendations, it appears both
Loddon House and Welshman’s Reef caravan parks are struggling to meet criteria stipulated in the Country Fire Authority’s
caravan park safety guideline.

For example, Welshman’s Reef recently failed their audit and is currently unable to

accommodate temporary holiday makers.

Recent flooding
Resulting from the November (2010) and January (2011) floods there were instances of localised damage. For example,
particular areas that were affected include the Loddon House caravan park, road and bridge infrastructure, and six farming
properties (within Mount Alexander Shire) along the Loddon River. Since the events, people (temporary and some permanent)
have been reluctant to return to the Loddon House caravan park. Although the water aggressively spilled from the weir, it
stayed only temporarily. Most damage was caused downstream along the Loddon River namely Newbridge, Bridgewater and
beyond.
Since the flooding, people have begun returning to the region.

Locals and out-of-towners are again using the Lake for

recreation (boating, swimming, fishing). Tourists are travelling from Melbourne to visit the wetlands. Wineries and other
properties adjacent to the lake now have water views. The community now feels that there needs to be improved marketing
and promotion or the Lake and region to capture an increased market share of these visitors.
Locals feel rejuvenated when the lake is full. Optimism is restoring amongst businesses and the broader community. In some
cases the drought (the hardship caused, the changes in everyone’s lifestyle) appears to be a distant memory amongst locals.
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People appear accepting of the fact that the varying water levels in Lake Cairn Curran are a part of their lives – whether they
agree with GMW’s water harvesting strategies or not.
In very broad terms, the economic impacts for the overall Baringhup community were low. This in no way minimises the
impacts that were experienced by the caravan parks and land and property owners who were significantly impacted and it is
acknowledged that the impacts on these businesses and the wider farming community were high.
The Baringhup community believes that GMW needs to be more amenable to recreation. For example, allowing boat tours to
wineries on the lake, permitting horse riding on the shoreline, elevating the importance of lake, boat hire and providing more
appropriate toilet facilities. At present GMW is perceived to be a barrier to recreational and economic development.

Communication and responses
Council emergency planning and response
During the drought period, MASC received government funding to support the appointment of a drought recovery officer.
number of programs and information sessions were held across communities in the Shire.

A

Information leaflets were

distributed providing details of financial assistance programs, counselling services and information on support agencies.
MASC also received $300,000 of infrastructure funding for community projects. Under this fund, Baringhup Hall and Supper
Room received funding for upgrades to roof insulation, roofing and guttering upgrades and the installation of rainwater tanks.
Since the flooding events of 2010 and 2011, MASC has undertaken a range of flood recovery activities including the
appointment of a Flood Recovery Coordinator (FRC). The FRC is responsible for developing and implementing appropriate
responses for short, medium and longer term recovery and act as a facilitator between a range of agencies and communities.
A MASC memo from April 2011 estimated the cost of flood damage to MASC assets to be in the order of $4m with repair
works expected to take 18 months to two years to complete.
MASC have also established a Community Recovery Committee (CRC) with the role of assisting individuals and communities
better manage re-establishment following a disaster event including:


Representing the needs of the community;



Acting as a community advocate;



Communicating and listening to the community;



Educating the community on recovery;



Coordinating and monitoring activities and events in the community; and



Acknowledging and documenting the recovery journey of the community.

The CRC is also developing a Community Recovery Plan to map the needs of communities under the following themes:


People, social, community and health environment – the emotional, social, spiritual, financial and physical
wellbeing of individuals and communities;



Economic environment – the revitalisation of the economy of the community to ensure as far as possible, that the
wellbeing of a community is increased;



Built environment – the restoration of essential and community infrastructure; and



Natural environment – the rehabilitation of the environment.

Other MASC reports and communiqués highlight the following issues of flood for the organisation and communities including:
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Emergency works and repairs were priority activities following the flood events to ensure public safety;



Increased waste was being accepted at the Landfill with associated increased cost of waste management to MASC and a
lack of clear policy on who should contribute to this cost. For example the CFA and CMAs bring significant amounts of
green waste to the Landfill as part of their clean up activities;



Some agencies looking to hand over or increase the responsibility that MASC should take for waterways, activities on
crown land and levee banks. A concern for MASC was whether they would be sufficiently resourced to take on these
extra responsibilities;



Stress and workload impacts on MASC staff;



The importance of good communication and engagement with communities on activities, programs and recovery progress;



Flood affected residents not approaching MASC for assistance until some months after the event once they have realised
that they do not have the physical or financial capacity to continue with their recovery and repair efforts; and



A lack of flood warning systems at a number of critical locations.

Although it should be noted that MASC has been commended for their short term response to clearing and repairing road
infrastructure, general emergency response capabilities within MASC are perceived as low. One community member asked if
there was an emergency risk plan, and did it include the Loddon House caravan park. It is perceived that MASC need a better
understanding of risk, roles and planning.

Although some voiced their disappointment with MASC due to the lack of

communication, many felt that road and bridge repair was managed efficiently.
Community members have also suggested that MASC have little understanding of environmental issues believed to be brought
about by their limited capabilities in this area. To improve this understanding, there appears to be room here for greater
partnership with the North Central Catchment Management Authority to build capabilities and improve communications in
relation to environmental issues.

Council’s communication and engagement with communities
Some of the feelings expressed during the consultations highlight the need for MASC to improve their communication with
communities, particularly during periods of hardship, or MASC risks further widening the gap and intensifying the feeling that
community members are ‘just rate payers’. This is particularly evident amongst the farming community who feel very little
support was provided during the drought and after the floods. It is perceived that there is very little understanding within
MASC of the agricultural sector and that growth and development thinking is too urban focused.
MASC flood recovery documents frequently refer to communication activities with communities, but little evidence that
communication methods have been overly successful. There appears to be a great emphasis on information being provided
on MASC’s website, the distribution of newsletters, newspaper articles and even a one-page survey sent out to farmers to
identify if they had sustained any damage during the flood events. During our consultation activities it became very apparent
that this type of ‘hands-off’ communication and engagement with communities is not effective and that people are much more
responsive to a person to person contact so that their individual needs and concerns can be discussed and more appropriate
assistance provided. A key issue here is who should be the responsible agency to undertake this community contact role and
how to not confuse communities with multiple agencies working in this space?
Castlemaine and District Community Health (CDCH) funded through the Department of Human Services, provide person to
person support in the event of an emergency. A Flood Recovery Guide was personally provided to 120 Baringhup community
members detailing who to call and information about agency websites and phone and email details.

CDCH and MASC
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regularly communicate and liaise in relation to activities and community needs and issues with CDCH taking the lead role in
community contact.
This personal engagement is the most effective for communities, but it would appear from a community perspective that it
also needs to be followed up with briefings and updates within individual communities and MASC and other agencies need to
reduce their expectation that communities will ‘come to them’.

Other agency emergency planning, response and communication
The ecological impact from the flood has been significant.

Instances include poor animal health and disease and weed

migration. Erosion along the banks of the Loddon River also caused many felled trees. Local landcare groups have been
active in replanting trees along the riverbanks.
As part of the follow-up from the floods, GMW hosted Information sessions at the Loddon House Caravan Park and in the
townships of Bridgewater and Calivil further down the Loddon River. An internal review at GMW is currently being undertaken
to determine:


Are procedures appropriate in light of recent conditions?



Does GMW operate in line with these procedures?



Is there anything that can be improved upon?

Although overwhelmed during the time of the flood, official response from emergency services Police, SES, CFA was well
received by the community. Blaze Aid was particularly highlighted as a great support initiative for the farming community.
Department of Human Services (DHS) has worked closely with residents of the caravan park (for example counselling) in its
recovery program.

Instances of anxiety and depression have been reported due to the damage sustained and loss of

possessions. Ten annuals have since left the caravan park due to experiencing two floods in a matter of months.
It appears that post the flooding event, community members understand the role and responsibilities of each emergency
stakeholder (particularly that of MASC). Yet further planning and clarification of procedures is needed. For example, there is
warning siren at the Cairn Curran weir – some believe this is for emergencies, some believe it is for when water is released.
Information and procedures need to be definitive, and in some circumstances, the community needs to be told how to
respond. There is then greater likelihood that the community will take on responsibility to follow those procedures.
In the lead-up and during a potentially catastrophic event, GMW utilises a number of methods to communicate with
communities.

These include, utilising the Loddon House noticeboard, articles in local publications, and telephonic

communications. For the past 30 years residents have been able to call a GMW hotline where a recorded message provided
people with updates. More recently mobile short message services (SMS) have been used although this has created some
issues. Not all community members have mobile phones. After the November flooding locals using this service grew from 20
to 150. New members complained that the messages were too cryptic. During the January floods, Optus infrastructure
experienced (still unexplained) difficulties causing some messages to be undelivered or untimely.

This caused confusion

amongst community members who were receiving conflicting information from various sources. GMW is aware of these faults
and are now looking to scale back the system – believing that the responsibility to communicate during emergencies should
not fall on their shoulders. GMW is now working with the SES to develop a new system. The new system is expected to be
launched in the 2012. GMW will inform their current list of members of these changes in due course.
This leads to the question; whose responsibility is it to communicate with communities during emergencies (for example MASC,
Bureau of Meteorology, GMW, SES flood warden)?
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The Emergency Management Manual Victoria (www.oesc.vic.gov.au/emergencymanual) contains policy and planning
documents for emergency management in Victoria, and provides details about the roles different organisations play in the
emergency management arrangements.

It should also be noted that the State Government is also currently undertaking a

major review of state-wide emergency management and response processes and a review of the 2010 and 2011 and flood
warning and response systems. The outcomes and recommendations from these reviews were not finalised at the time of this
report.
It has been suggested that MASC, GMW and the SES need to communicate better. That said, as a result of the recent floods
it appears that communication and relations between MASC and GMW have improved. Both parties now have a greater
understanding of what can happen and understanding their roles before, during and after an event.

Key learnings
Overall services are adequate for a community of the size and location of Baringhup. Although most community members
have the capacity to access services in other towns and locations, a lack of public transport, namely bus services, is viewed as
a priority issue for many community members. Lack of high speed ICT infrastructure is also seen as a constraint.

The Baringhup Primary School is highly valued by the community who hold concerns for its ongoing sustainability in light of
fluctuating student numbers. The school is also important as it provides facilities for a range of community activities not
available elsewhere within the community.

Moderate population growth is being experienced within the community including new households (residences) and it would
appear new ‘hobby’ farms in the area. The level of actual population growth is hard to determine and in recent times may
very well have been countered by some people leaving their accommodation at the caravan parks due to impacts of flooding
and the parks’ requirement to meet a number of safety standards.

Baringhup views itself as welcoming community.

There would appear to be good levels of participation in community

initiatives and activities. Opportunities to support community initiatives and groups should be identified in consultation with
community and MASC on a regular or as needs basis.

There is strong support to investigate opportunities for improving and enhancing facilities and recreation activities at the Lake
foreshore particularly in the area around the sailing club and at the sailing club itself. This is seen as being an enhancement
to facilities for visitors during period of good water storages and an ‘insurance’ against periods of drought and low water
levels. This process will need to be a partnership process between the community, MASC and GMW which can either dovetail
into the GMW lakes and reservoir planning program or be a stand-alone project depending on timeframes and budgets.

The drought had significant impacts on the local farming community. There is a legacy of feelings of isolation and frustration
with the levels of support and information provided at that time. This also flowed through during and post the flood events
with farmers feeling they were left mainly to themselves to manage clean ups and reinstatement of infrastructure, crops and
livestock. A key consideration for stakeholders is how best to manage communication and support activities with this cohort
of the community who can be viewed as being self-reliant and difficult to reach.
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Impacts of the drought were also felt by the local caravan parks and the sailing club, a situation that was common to many
rural communities Victoria. Although the return of water to the Lake has enabled a significant return to ‘business as usual’ for
the sailing club, the impact of flood on the sense of well-being and safety on park residents is still ongoing. The capacity of
park managers to address lower resident and temporary visitor numbers is being tested as they try to meet safety and
emergency management requirements.

A strong sense of community well-being and rejuvenation is generally being felt by the community. The return of visitors,
recreation activities and improvements in the fortunes of the local farmers are all positive indicators for short to medium term
community well-being.

Planning and response systems to major climatic and weather events need to consider the different impacts on different
sections of the community. A one size fits all approach is not effective. Economic, social and environmental impacts will be
felt in different ways by individuals and communities and approaches need to be tailored accordingly.

Most key agencies, stakeholders and community members recognise that both emergency and broad based communication
and information systems can be significantly improved.

This includes longer term communication and information

mechanisms during long term impacts such as the drought and shorter term immediate events and impacts of say flood or fire
(although it is acknowledged that there also medium and longer term impacts of flood and fire).

Building on the above observation, the importance of developing regular communication channels and partnership between
agencies, stakeholders and community has also be recognised and improved following the recent experiences and events of
drought and flood. This process should be encouraged and enhanced so that momentum and linkages are not lost.

SWOT analysis
The following provides a summary of the key strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats identified during and research
and consultation stages.
Weaknesses

Strengths



Natural, quiet environment contributing to the liveability and
the attractiveness of the region.



Local services and facilities for local people not meeting
residents’ social and economic needs.



Proximity to a number of townships and population centres
allowing access to broad based services.



ICT
infrastructure
constraining
online
telecommunication based activities for community.



Community groups that drive community projects, develop
community aspirations and encourage community spirit –
community resilience.



Feelings of isolation from support and information by the
farming community.





The presence of a well-managed and vibrant school.

Communication processes between GMW, MASC and the
broader community.



Perceived lack of emergency planning and procedures.
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Threats



Availability of affordable housing stock to support current
and future housing needs of residents.



Goulburn Murray Water’s (GMW) water harvesting strategies
dictate the level of water in Lake Cairn Curran.



Investment in community and tourism recreation
infrastructure and services to provide community benefits
and assets through tourism and sustainable investment.



Policy barriers inhibiting economic development.



Baringhup continuing to lose internal services impacting
growth and community well-being.



Communities becoming satellite centres due to transient
population and level on non-residents with potential loss of
local employment opportunities and community services
being aggregated into larger centres.



Improved communication and partnerships between key
agencies, community and individuals.



Investment in the promotion of Lake Cairn Curran and
Baringhup.



Community solutions to community issues.





Timely discussions and interventions when changing water
levels are apparent.

GMW barriers to development activities within the Lake
environs.



Lack of community acceptance of possible future low water
storages.

Table 1: SWOT analysis

Strategic recommendations
The following provides number of recommendations that were developed from the outcomes of research, background analysis,
consultation and interviews undertaken as part of project activities. The report and it recommendations acknowledge that
MASC is not the responsible owner or manager of Lake Cairn Curran and that some of the recommendations will need to be
considered and implemented by other parties. The role and responsibility of MASC in relation to recommendations is detailed
in Implementation plan starting on page 26.
1.

MASC’s Transport Connections officer to work with the regional Transport Connections network to pursue opportunities
for improved transport services for Baringhup and surrounds under the Transport Connections project.

2.

MASC to provide appropriate assistance (within their area of responsibility and remit) to both Loddon House and
Welshman’s Reef Caravan Park to assist with achieving accreditation under the CFAs Caravan Park Safety Guidelines.

3.

MASC to partner with the Baringhup community and GMW on the development of a Lake Precinct Activities Plan with a
focus on the area around the Cairn Curran Sailing Club. The plan may consider opportunities for improved infrastructure
and assets for community and visitors including jetties, signage, BBQs, seasonal leases (food, boating etc), bird watching
hides, improved walking, cycling and riding tracks and trails and other appropriate activities.

4.

Opportunities for multi-purpose activities at Cairn Curran Sailing Club or within the precinct adjacent to the Club should
also be explored with the Club and/or other community representatives. This could be incorporated within a strategic
business planning program for the Club. Benefits to and impacts on other community assets and activities need to be
carefully considered as part of this process

5.

MASC to work with key stakeholders to improve the marketing and promotion of Lake Cairn Curran and its environs to
regional communities and visitors. This should include improved information in tourism brochures and resources including
visitor websites, external road signage and interpretative signage at key sites around the Lake foreshore and environs.
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GMW to be encouraged to communicate more proactively with the Baringhup community on Lake management and policy
issues and to build on the improved relationship that has been developed with MASC.

7.

Should drought conditions return and water levels start to fall at Lake Cairn Curran, MASC, the Baringhup community,
GMW and other key stakeholders to hold timely discussions on the possible impacts for the community and region and
identify potential mitigation strategies for the short, medium and longer term.

8.

During periods of drought, other extreme weather events and community hardship, MASC to commit to a program of
community liaison and communication using either MASC personnel or valued agencies and organisations external to
MASC and to take a longer term view of recovery programs and activities.

As well the residents in the immediate

Baringhup community, there should also be a particular focus on the wider farming community.

9.

MASC to consider developing profiles of communities across the Shire and listing on their website and other resources to
promote the distinctive lifestyles, environments, services and other features of each community to support the attraction
of new residents and to help to maintain existing and attract new services and investment.
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Theme

What

How

When

Outcomes

Outputs

Key

MASC

stakeholders

role

Report to Council
on outcomes of

MASC to liaise with Baringhup community
and key partners on the progression of the

Services

1.

MASC’s Transport Connections officer to work

school and community bus project

with the regional Transport Connections

currently under discussion

Early/mid
2012

network to pursue opportunities for improved

Improved

discussions and

transport

project

options for

opportunities

Baringhup

residents.

presented by April

community

Enhanced

transport services for Baringhup and
surrounds under the Transport Connections

MASC to discuss with other Transport

project.

Connections project managers
opportunities for delivery of other cooperative transport projects in the region

2012.

2012

existing

Funding

community

opportunities

transport assets.

Regional

Facilitator

Transport

utilisation of

Early/mid

MASC

under current TCP

Connections
Project
managers

program identified.

that increase services to smaller, isolated
communities.

2.

actions are

MASC to provide appropriate assistance
(within their area of responsibility and remit)

facilities

Recreation and community

Required MASC

to both Loddon House and Welshman’s Reef
Caravan Park to assist with achieving
accreditation under the CFAs Caravan Park
Safety Guidelines.

Identification of

Responsible MASC officers to meet with
both caravan park managers to determine
what assistance can be appropriately
provided under Council’s statutory
responsibility.

site issues
Early

where Council

2012

has a statutory
responsibility to
respond.

identified and

MASC

agreed.
Actions

business unit

managers

statutory

implemented as
required and
reported to
Council.

As per

Caravan park

CFA

responsibility
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When

Outcomes

Outputs

Key

MASC

stakeholders

role

Improved amenities
3.

MASC to partner with the Baringhup

for residents and

community and GMW on the

visitors.

development of a Lake Precinct
Activities Plan with a focus on the area
around the Cairn Curran Sailing Club.
The plan may consider opportunities
for improved infrastructure and assets
Recreation and community facilities

for community and visitors including,
jetties, interpretation and directional
signage, BBQs, seasonal leases (food,

MASC to liaise with GMW and Baringhup
community representatives to discuss
processes and partnerships for progressing
the proposed Activities Plan under GMW’s

experience.

Water Planning

Baringhup

activities

community

Advocate

progressed by

GMW

Facilitator

Cairn Curran

Support

Sailing Club

Partner

Commenced

against potential

2012

drought and impacts
on visitation.

by GMW for Lake Cairn Curran.
Development of other

boating etc), bird hides, improved

uses for the Lake

walking, cycling and riding tracks and

Precinct and environs

trails and other appropriate activities.

MASC

Land and on

Future proofing

Land and On Water Planning announced

Lake Cairn Curran

Enhanced visitor

project partners.
Key stakeholders
effectively
engaged in
project activities.

State
Government

during periods of
drought.

4.

Opportunities for multi-purpose
activities at Cairn Curran Sailing Club
or within the precinct adjacent to the
Club should also be explored with the
Club and other community
representatives. This could be part of
the GMW Lake Cairn Curran planning
project or as a separate project.
Benefits to and impacts on other
community assets and activities need

Improved

MASC to convene discussions with the
Sailing Club and/or other community

sustainability of the

representatives to identify strategic

Cairn Curran Sailing

opportunities for the Sailing Club and/or
the wider community for enhancement of
services and amenities at the Sailing Club
precinct area.

Early to mid

Club.

2012
Improved amenities
for members,
residents and visitors.

Strategic plan
activities

MASC

progressed with

Cairn Curran

key stakeholders.

Sailing Club

Key stakeholders

GMW

Facilitator
effectively
engaged in

State
Government

project activities

to be carefully considered as part of
this process
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Key
How

When

Outcomes

marketing and promotion requirements
5.

MASC to work with key stakeholders

By June

Council on

2012

options for

Increased visitation to

promotion of Lake Cairn Curran and

Lake environs.

visitors. This should include

Marketing and promotion

visitor websites, external road
signage and interpretative signage at
key sites around the Lake foreshore

MASC to also hold discussions with
VicRoads and GMW on the provision of
improved directional and interpretation
signage on key transport routes and

marketing with
supporting

MASC

outline

Baringhup

Enhanced social and

marketing

Community

economic activity in the

strategic plan.

environs to regional communities and

brochures and resources including

MASC role

improved

and processes for achieving their delivery.

to improve the marketing and

improved information in tourism

stakeholders

Report to

MASC, Baringhup community
representatives to discuss possible

Outputs

wider region.

Key stakeholders

Implementation
GMW
Advocate
VicRoads

By June

Enhanced

effectively

2012

understanding of the

engaged in

Tourism

environment.

project activities.

Victoria

within the Baringhup and Lake environs.

and environs.
Implementation
plan developed
and endorsed by
Council.
6.

Retention and

MASC to consider developing profiles
of communities across the Shire and

MASC to utilise and build on the current

listing on their website and other

community planning program to develop

resources to promote the distinctive

informative profiles of all key communities

lifestyles, environments, services and

within the Shire to support resident

other features of each community to

attraction and retention activities and to

support the attraction of new

promote existing services and offerings of

residents and to help to maintain

communities. Information to be

existing and attract new services and

developed in hard and soft formats.

investment.

By end 2012

attractions residents

Community

and services.

profiles

Enhanced community

developed and

pride and awareness of

promoted.

local services and

Key stakeholders

activities.

effectively

Increased participation

engaged in

by residents in

project activities.

MASC
Shire
communities

community activities.
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Theme

What

Communication and engagement

7.

How

Page 28 of 37

When

Should drought conditions return and water

Improved

levels start to fall at Lake Cairn Curran, MASC,

community

Outputs

Key
stakeholders

the Baringhup community, GMW and other key

engagement

stakeholders to hold timely discussions on the

and information

Regular participation

provision.

in and reporting on

Improved

meetings and

strategic

outcomes.

planning, co-

Development of

operation and

communication plans

Key responsible

service

for identified

agencies

efficiencies by

scenarios, events and

stakeholders.

stakeholders.

Positive impacts

Robust evaluation of

on community

activities and

health and well-

outcomes reported to

being.

Council.

possible impacts for the community and region

MASC and key stakeholders to review

and identify potential mitigation strategies for

the benefits, issues and outcomes of

the short, medium and longer term.

recent community response systems
and programs to identify effectiveness,
barriers to access, best practices,

8.

Outcomes

During periods of drought, other extreme
weather events and community hardship, MASC
to commit to a program of community liaison
and communication using either MASC
personnel or valued agencies and organisations
external to MASC and to take a longer term view
of recovery programs and activities. As well the
residents in the immediate Baringhup

processes, stakeholders and areas for
improvement and to develop a
framework for future planning and
activities.
The CRC to be an active participant for
improving communication and
engagement processes and planning.

community, there should be a particular focus

By end
2012

MASC

Community
representatives.

Enhanced

on the wider farming community.

MASC
role

community
resilience.
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Communication and engagement

Theme

What

How

Page 29 of 37

When

Outcomes

Outputs

Key
stakeholders

MASC
role

Improved
community
9.

GMW to be encouraged to communicate more
proactively with the Baringhup community on
Lake management and policy issues and to build
on the improved relationship that has apparently
been developed with MASC.

relationships

MASC and GMW to consider the
development of a small reference group
to hold timely meetings on community
and Lake issues and opportunities

with key

Regular participation

agencies.

in and reporting on

Informed and

meetings and

participatory

outcomes.

Ongoing

and/or incorporate into GMW’s Land
and On Water planning program.

Baringhup
community
MASC

Advocate

GMW

decision making
by key
stakeholders.

Table 2: Implementation plan

Conclusion
The impacts of drought and flood have had a range of impacts on the Baringhup and wider community some of which are still ongoing. Economic, social and environmental
effects will continue to be felt for some time to come. Notwithstanding, resilience and determination to remain strong are evident across many sections of the Baringhup
community.
The impacts of drought and flood on individual and community sense of well-being is comprehensively documented and coupled with the experiences expressed by community
members during the consultation activities provides a well researched base upon which MASC and other stakeholders can review and evaluate their response processes and
activities to help improved outcomes in the future.
The report has identified some short term actions for stakeholders to pursue in terms of retaining and increasing current services within the community and a range of longer
term planning and engagement strategies to assist with future proofing the community from various climatic related events. The recommendations present a holistic and
inclusive approach to addressing the identified issues and achieving the outcomes desired.
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Appendix 1: Consultation list
Baringhup Community Assoc
Baringhup Landcare
Baringhup Sport Oval and Picnic Ground representatives
Baringhup West Rural Fire Brigade
Cairn Curran Sailing Club
Co-ordinator Maldon Visitor Information Centre
Department of Business and Industry
Goulburn Murray Water
Local farmers
Loddon House Holiday Park
Maldon Bendigo Bank
Maldon Primary School
Maldon Traders Association
Manager Maldon Caravan Park
Mayor, Mount Alexander Shire Council
Mount Alexander Shire Council officers
Newstead 2021
Newstead Fire Brigade
North Central Catchment Management Authority
Tarrangower Times
Welshman’s Reef Caravan Park

Mount Alexander Shire Council
Baringhup: Water for the Future
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Appendix 2: Consultation mind map
Communities
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Weather

Drought impacts

Lake Cairn Curran

Council
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